## Introducing MedBiquitous Terms

### What are MedBiquitous Terms?

MedBiquitous Terms are
- a **standard** set of key terms governed by the AAMC
- used to classify instruction, assessment, and resource types used in medical and healthcare education along with
- data reported yearly back to AAMC.

These terms are used in OASIS and to prepare Course Design documents.

### Why Use MedBiquitous Terms?

- Provide a data structure that represents health profession curriculum in a standard format
- Enable collection of curriculum data across education
- Exchange best practices with other medical schools and accreditation bodies

### Categories:

There are three categories for terms:

1. **Instructional Methods** (how you plan to teach)
2. **Assessment Methods** (how you test)
3. **Resources Types** (methods like ARS, use of mannequins or videos that supplement instruction)

### Need Help?

Contact Curriculum Design staff: CurriculumDesign@mcw.edu

Diane Wilke-Zemanovic, 414-955-8387
Sue Korek, 414-955-8655
Diane Brown, 414-955-4331

### Related Websites:

- [List of MedBiquitous Terms](#)
- [Frequently Asked Questions](#)